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Decoding the infrared spectra changes upon
formation of molecular complexes: the case
of halogen bonding in
pyridine� � �perfluorohaloarene complexes†

Alex Iglesias-Reguant, ab Heribert Reis,c Miroslav Medved’, de

Borys Ośmiałowski, a Robert Zaleśny *f and Josep M. Luis *b

A recently developed computational scheme is employed to interpret

changes in the infrared spectra of halogen-bonded systems in terms of

intermolecular interaction energy components (electrostatic, exchange,

induction, dispersion) taking pyridine� � �perfluorohaloarene complexes as

examples. For all complexes, we find a strong linear correlation between

the different terms of the interaction-induced changes of the IR band

associated with an intermolecular halogen bond stretching mode and

the corresponding terms of the interaction energy, which implies that

the interaction components play similar roles in both properties. This is

not true for other vibrational modes localized in one of the monomers

studied here, for which the corresponding interaction-induced changes

in IR bands may present a completely different decomposition than the

interaction energy.

Intermolecular interactions have a key role in the physicochem-
ical properties of matter, such as solubility, reactivity, or all
types of spectroscopic signatures, to name a few. Over the last
decades, several theoretical frameworks have been developed to
analyze the effect of the different intermolecular forces on the
properties of the matter,1–10 allowing the understanding of
their fundamental aspects in a plethora of molecular systems

covering a wide palette of interaction types and strengths.
Nowadays the methodology to analyze intermolecular interac-
tions is an important part of modern interpretive chemistry and
it is used to understand the physical origin of the experimental
manifestations of intermolecular interactions. Myriads of
atomic and molecular complexes have been studied using
energy decomposition analyses, thus enriching the rationaliza-
tion of the basic interaction types that govern the structure,
stability, and properties of molecular complexes and their
organization at larger scales.

Spectroscopic techniques, with infrared (IR) spectroscopy at
the forefront, are frequently used to substantiate the formation
of molecular complexes. The popularity of IR spectroscopy is
due to its high interpretive power, e.g., the presence of hydro-
gen bonds in molecular complexes can be identified easily by
the change of the frequency of the bands associated with the
vibrational modes of functional groups involved in the inter-
molecular interaction,11,12 a feature listed by IUPAC13 as a
criterion to call the interaction hydrogen bond (similar applies
for halogen bonds).14 Spectroscopic IR studies are often paral-
leled by computational efforts in the framework of the theory of
intermolecular interactions to link the strength of the interac-
tions with specific interaction types (exchange, electrostatic,
induction, dispersion).15,16 However, none of the performed
studies attempted to analyze the changes in the intensity and
frequency of the peaks of IR spectra in terms of interaction
types since the available decomposition schemes were primar-
ily developed for interaction energies. To overcome this limita-
tion, we recently developed a new scheme to interpret the
nature of the changes in infrared spectra occurring upon the
formation of a molecular complex.17 This new scheme, called
infrared spectra decomposition analysis (IRS-DA) allows the
association of the simultaneous changes in the intensity and
frequency of each peak of the IR spectra occurring upon
complex formation with the different interaction types (i.e.
exchange, electrostatic, induction, dispersion). Specifically,
IRS-DA decomposes the changes in the ratio between intensity
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and frequency squared for each normal mode upon AB complex
formation from monomers A and B. IRS-DA provides informa-
tion regarding the interplay of interaction types, i (exchange,
electrostatic, induction, dispersion), and their manifestation
through changes in the band position and intensity of normal
mode a:

D
I ia

o2;i
a

� �
¼ I ia

o2;i
a

ðABÞ � I ia

o2;i
a

ðAÞ � I ia

o2;i
a

ðBÞ (1)

Note that for bands that undergo negligible frequency

changes upon complex formation, or for which
I ia

o2;i
a

ðAÞ ¼

I ia

o2;i
a

ðBÞ ¼ 0, the above equation can be simplified to:

DIi
a = Ii

a(AB) � Ii
a(A) �Ii

a(B) (2)

thus allowing for direct decomposition of DIa into interaction
types i. The net change in IR intensity for mode a (DIa) can be
expressed as the sum of all considered interaction types i.

In this communication, we report the first analysis of IR
intensity changes upon the formation of halogen-bonded (XB)
complexes, using the molecular complexes formed by pyridine
(pyr) and perfluorohaloarenes (C6F5X, where X is Cl, Br, or I) as
examples (Fig. 1). As demonstrated in our previous work,
halogen bond formation in complexes containing pyridine
can be identified using spectroscopic techniques, including IR
spectroscopy.18 In particular, the measured IR spectrum of a
1 : 1 mixture of pyridine and C6F5I featured a new band at
195 cm�1 not present in the IR spectra of the pure liquids
pyridine or C6F5I. This new band was assigned to the inter-
molecular C–I� � �N stretching, in agreement with the theoretical
IR spectra obtained at the MN15/aug-cc-pVDZ(PP) level18 and
previous measurements for the cocrystal.19 Thanks to the newly
developed IRS-DA method it is now possible to link the for-
mation of this band with individual intermolecular interaction
types.17 XB complexes are nowadays in the limelight due to the
unique properties of halogen bonding and its wide range of
applications,20 such as in crystal engineering21 of emissive
materials,22,23 sensing enhancement24 or in medicine.25–27

The term halogen bond is applied to a directional intermole-
cular interaction involving an electrophilic region (so-called
s-hole) associated with a halogen atom and a nucleophilic
second atom. The s-hole was described theoretically already a

long time ago,28 and has been invoked as an explanation for
many phenomena. However, it was only very recently possible
to visualize the s-hole directly by Kelvin probe force
microscopy.29 Halogen bonding resembles hydrogen bonding
(HB) in many aspects, including, in strongly interacting mole-
cules, intermolecular migration of the heavy halogen atom,
similar to proton transfer in certain hydrogen-bonded
complexes.30 Given the widespread interest in XB complexes
and their possible coexistence with hydrogen bonding, as
exemplified in supramolecular synthons,31 we consider the
analysis of changes in spectroscopic vibrational signatures in
terms of interaction types very timely. Intermolecular interac-
tions influence the location and topology of the potential
energy minima and the electron density distribution of the
molecules that form the complexes, which in turn affects both
the position and the intensity of the bands in the IR spectra.

In order to perform the analysis of DIa upon complex
formation in terms of interaction types i we choose the general
framework of decomposition of the interaction energy at the
second-order Møller–Plesset perturbation theory (MP2) level
based on the variational-perturbational decomposition scheme
(VP-EDS).32–36 According to VP-EDS, the total interaction energy
of a dimer is partitioned into several interaction energy terms
as defined in the symmetry-adapted perturbation theory
(SAPT).32–35 At the MP2 level, the total VP-EDS interaction
energy of the complex calculated by a supermolecular approach
in the dimer-centered-basis set (DCBS)37 is partitioned into the
Hartree–Fock (HF) (DEHF

int) and the electron correlation inter-
action energy correction (DEMP2

corr ):

DEMP2
int ¼ eð10Þel þ DEHL

ex þ DEHF
del|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

DEHF
int

þ eð12Þel;r þ eð20Þdisp þ DEð2Þex|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
DEMP2

corr

(3)

The HF term encompasses the electrostatic interactions of
the charge densities of the unperturbed subsystems, e(10)

el , the
exchange repulsion (DEHL

ex ), and the charge delocalization
(DEHF

del). The last two terms account for exchange effects due
to the Pauli antisymmetry principle and induction, respectively.
The second-order electron correlation term includes the elec-
tron correlation correction to the first-order electrostatic inter-
action, e(12)

el,r , the second-order dispersion interaction, e(20)
disp, and

the remaining second-order electron correlation effects
(DE(2)

ex ).34,36,38

We will start the analysis of the pyr:C6F5X complexes with
the partitioning of the intermolecular interaction energy (DE).
Fig. 2a and Table S1 (ESI†) show the MP2 interaction energies
and their components for the three complexes ordered accord-
ing to the increasing value of the total interaction energy. As
expected, the absolute value of the VP-EDS/MP2 interaction
energy is largest for the complex containing iodine, and it
decreases with increasing electronegativity (w) of atom X, (i.e.,
DE(I) 4 DE(Br) 4 DE(Cl)). The partitioning of the interaction
energy for the three pyr:C6F5X complexes reveals a large desta-
bilizing exchange-repulsion contribution, which is canceled by
the sum of the electrostatic and delocalization terms, thus
predicting only very weak binding at the uncorrelated level

Fig. 1 Optimized structures of the studied halogen-bonded complexes,
composed of pyridine and (a) C6F5Cl, (b) C6F5Br or (c) C6F5I.
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(Table S1, ESI†). Thus, the observed stability of the studied
complexes is mostly due to the sum of the electron correlation
terms, especially De(20)

disp and DE(2)
ex , to the total interaction

energies.
Fig. 2a shows that the interplay of the interaction energy

components for the three pyr:C6F5X complexes is very similar,
i.e. the relative weight of the different interaction terms con-
tributing to DE for the three different halogen bonds resembles
each other to a large extent (see also Fig. S1, ESI†). We may thus
conclude that the stability of these different XB complexes with
the nitrogen atom in pyridine as the nucleophilic partner has a
similar physical origin, in the sense that the different elements
of the intermolecular interaction lead to comparable relative
contributions to the total excess energy. We note that a similar
conclusion can be drawn from the good linear fits with negli-
gible y-intercept between the DE and DEi terms of D:C6F5X
(where D represents a fluoroborate-based dye containing pyr-
idine, see Fig. S2, ESI†)18 and the corresponding terms of
pyr:C6F5I, as shown in Fig. S3 and Table S2 (ESI†).

Furthermore, the partition of DE for these six complexes
follows the same trends observed in previous studies of small
halogen-bonded dimers performed by our group, indicating
that the nature of halogen bonding is similar for complexes of
different chemical composition.39 Table S3 (ESI†) presents the
R2 of the linear fits between partition terms of the intermole-
cular interaction energy of all the XB and HB complexes studied
in this work and three complexes in p–p stacking arrangement
studied in the ref. 17 The complexes presenting the same type
of non-covalent interaction share a very similar physical origin
(i.e., R2 4 0.89). On the contrary, this is not true for systems
that present different types of non-covalent interactions (i.e., R2

as low as 0.39).
The difference IR spectrum of pyr:C6F5I displayed in Fig. 3

reveals significant changes in the IR spectra of the individual
constituents upon complexation. Our IRS-DA analysis will be
focussed on four representative bands attributed to (a) the
intermolecular vibrational stretching mode (nint

a ); (b) the C–I

stretching, which implies a change in the halogen bond dis-
tance (nC–X

b ); and two vibrational modes that involve movements
of the atoms of only one monomer: (c) a distortion of the ring of
the C6F5 I, (nc

C6F5I) and (d) a rocking in-plane bending of the
hydrogens of the pyridine, (npyr

d ). We have also analyzed the
changes of the IR bands upon complex formation associated
with the four equivalent vibrational modes of the complexes
pyr:C6F5Br and pyr:C6F5Cl (Fig. S4 and S5, ESI†).

The mode nint
a is only present in the complex and arises due

to the halogen bonding. Therefore, we will first focus our
analysis on the physical origin of DI for this peak. For nC–X

b ,
nc

C6F5I and npyr
d , the frequency shifts upon complex formation are

very small, which according to eqn (2) permits the direct
decomposition of IR intensity changes. We note that the
displacements of the two first modes include large variations
of the halogen-bond distance, which is not the case for the
latter two. Thus, nint

a and nC–X
b have a direct effect on the

intermolecular interaction, in contrast with nc
C6F5I and npyr

d . Even
though the observed vibrational frequency shifts upon complex
formation observed for modes localized on C6F5X
(nC–X

b , nc
C6F5I) are much smaller than that for mode nint

a , in all
three cases we found a strong linear correlation between D�n and
intermolecular interaction energy terms (see Table S4, ESI†).

Fig. 2b shows the partition of DIa for the intermolecular
vibrational stretching mode nint

a of the three pyr:C6F5X com-
plexes ordered according to increasing values of the total
interaction energy (see also Tables S5–S7, ESI†). Similarly to
the pattern found for the interaction energy, the largest IR
intensity changes are found for the complex with X = I and they
decrease with increasing electronegativity of the halogen atom
X. Indeed, as shown in Table S8 (ESI†), for this normal mode a
good linear correlation with a very small y-intercept exists
between the computed values of DE and DIa for the three
complexes (R2 = 0.93). Also, mimicking the decomposition of
DE, the partitioning of the intensity of the band associated to
nint

a of pyr:C6F5I reveals that the increment of DIa is mainly
due to the sum of electrostatic and delocalization terms par-
tially canceled by a large negative Pauli exchange-repul-
sion contribution. But now the total DIa value is fairly well

Fig. 2 Partitioning of (a) the interaction energy (DP = DE) and (b) the
excess IR intensity (DP = DI) of the intermolecular vibrational stretching
mode (nint

a ) for the pyr:C6F5X complexes at the equilibrium geometries at
the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ-PP level of theory. The black dots combined with
black lines indicate the total excess properties.

Fig. 3 Difference IR spectrum obtained by subtracting the simulated IR
spectra of pyridine and C6F5I from the IR spectrum of pyr:C6F5I complex,
as well as the displacements of: (a) an intermolecular vibrational stretching
mode (nint

a ), (b) a C–X stretching mode of C6F5I, which involves a change in
the halogen bond distance (nC–X

b ), (c) one local vibrational mode of C6F5I
(nc

C6F5I) and (d) one local vibrational mode of pyridine (npyr
c ).
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(up to E 80%) described at the HF level. Nevertheless, as for
DE, the electron correlation terms, especially the dispersion
and second-order exchange contributions, also play an impor-
tant role in DIa of this normal mode. However, we should point
out that the relative weight of the dispersion contribution
decreases when the electronegativity of the halogen increases,
again in agreement with the interaction energies.

Fig. 4 and Fig. S6, S7 (ESI†) show that for nint
a there is indeed

a nice linear correlation with a small y-intercept between the
values of the terms of the DE decomposition and those of the
DIa decomposition (i.e. R2 4 0.89), indicating that both excess
properties have the same physical nature in the sense defined
above. The goodness-of-fit improves with the strength of the
intermolecular interaction, giving the best linear correlation for
the pyr:C6F5I complex. Similar good linear fits between the
decomposition terms of the DE and DI are observed for the
nC–X

b band of pyr:C6F5Br and pyr:C6F5I (see Table S8 and
Fig. S8–S10, ESI†). On the contrary, we do not find a good
linear correlation for pyr:C6F5Cl, possibly due to the strong
deviation of the C–X–N angle from 180 (161), which reduces the
coupling of nC–X

b vibration with the halogen bond distance.
nc

C6F5X and npyr
d bands also show a high linear correlation

between the values of DE and DI. However, the decomposition
of DI for those normal modes, which do not affect the halogen-
bond distance, is very different from the decomposition of DI
for nint

a and nC–X
b . For nc

C6F5X and npyr
d , the relative weights and

even the signs of the terms of DI change depending on the
complex and normal mode (Tables S5–S7 and Fig. S11, ESI†).
For instance, the largest contribution for nc

C6F5Cl, nc
C6F5Br, and

nc
C6F5I is DIel

(10), DIex
HL and DIdel

HF, respectively. Therefore, while for
those vibrational modes that induce large variations of the
halogen-bond distance the partitions of DI are strongly corre-
lated with their DE counterparts, no such correlation is found
for the other vibrational modes studied here.

To investigate if this observation can be generalized to other
molecular complexes, the decompositions of DE and DI for three
vibrational modes of two small halogen-bonded complexes
(HCN:IF and HCN:BrF) and of three small hydrogen-bonded
systems (HCN:HCl, HCN:HNC and HCN:HCN) were analyzed

(Fig. S12–S16 and Tables S9–S14, ESI†). As summarized in
Table S15 (ESI†), for the intermolecular stretching of the five
complexes the decomposition terms of DI are linearly correlated
with the decomposition terms of DE (R2 4 0.83). On the other
hand, for the local vibrational modes the analogous linear corre-
lation is usually not found, (i.e. the coefficients of determination
(R2) are between 0.20 and 0.80).

In summary, thanks to our recent development of a new
computational scheme to decompose the IR spectra of mole-
cular complexes in terms of intermolecular interaction energy
components, we have shown for different types of systems and
intermolecular bonds that the partitions of DE and DI are
strongly linearly correlated, with a very small y-intercept, for
the vibrational modes which involve substantial variations of
the intermolecular bond length. Therefore, for such modes, the
physical origin of the changes in the corresponding IR bands in
terms of interaction types is similar to the interaction energy,
which implies that both excess properties have equivalent
physical nature. This is not true for other vibrational modes
localized in one of the monomers studied here, for which the
corresponding interaction-induced changes in IR bands may
present a completely different decomposition than the inter-
action energy.
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